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MEDIA ALERT

Prosper Citizen Group: Calls for the Suspension of Prosper ISD Superintendent Dr.
Holly Ferguson
(PROSPER, Texas)–-Prosper Citizen Group Political Action Committee issues the following
statement on September 1, 2022 regrading the allegations made in recent Jane & John Doe
lawsuit against Prosper ISD.
Like many in our community, the members of Prosper Citizen Group PAC have been horrorstricken by the negligence which prompted the recent lawsuit filed against Prosper ISD
alleging District officials failed to protect two young girls from prolonged sexual abuse.
To be clear, the District’s response to this incident is reprehensible. The allegations that
Prosper ISD Superintendent Dr. Holly Ferguson encouraged the family to keep the incident
quiet and failed to inform other parents of children who rode the same bus are unconscionable.
These allegations are consistent with a pattern of silencing whistle-blowers and covering up
issues that might tarnish the District’s image.
Prosper ISD Board of Trustees have few explicit duties–hiring and firing the superintendent is
chief among them. Their failure to act here is a dereliction of their duties to the citizens who
elected them. The families in Prosper ISD will have no relief until there is a demonstrated
measure of accountability for this horrific situation. We must be assured of a truly independent
and transparent investigation with the results being released to the public.
We echo the sentiment of the community and call for the immediate suspension of
Superintendent Ferguson and any other District official who had knowledge of the situation and
was complicit with the silence.
We ask the public to continue praying for the children and their families, and for the Board of
the Trustees to have the courage to act.
Prosper Citizen Group PAC was formed in August 2021, by parents and residents that were
exhausted by the incremental progressive agenda in their school halls and Town Hall. The
PAC mission is to advocate, educate and press for policies and candidates that support Texas
Constitutional values, including individual liberty, limited government, transparency,
accountability and fiscal responsibility.
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